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Brand and discounter collaboration will be crucial as discounters ramp up expansion globally and
continue to steal market share from mainstream food competitors
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Lidl to enter
USA in 2017

Discounter market share growth will be assisted by new store openings, as discounters are forecasted
to be the fastest growing food-relevant channel through 2022E
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Discounters operate a unique business model that emphasizes low costs and private label
Low Gross
Margin

Discounters operate at a lower gross margin than mainstream
competitors (24%-25% at Aldi and Lidl vs. 30%+). As a result, they
reduce costs in areas like operations, labor, and store appearance.

Low Prices

Low everyday prices are core to the discounter business model.
Reducing operational and labor costs ensures discounters can beat
competitors’ prices. At many discounters, promotions are rare.
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Up to 90% of products in discounters’ stores can be private label. PL
products cost less to produce and are often of comparable quality, which
enables discounters to sell these everyday essentials at lower prices.
Discounters often stock fewer than 2,000 SKUs per store, choosing to
offer fewer choices in each category. Stocking fewer products reduces
inventory costs and simplifies shelf replenishment.

Small Format

Discount stores, like Aldi and Lidl, typically total less than 10,000 sq. ft.
The small store size means lower real estate costs and accommodates
the discounters’ small assortments and quick shopping trips.

“No Frills”

In order to keep operational costs low, discounters place little emphasis
on store appearance. Aside from some in-store bakeries, discount stores
do not offer labor-intensive services or emphasize tidiness.

Low Labor

In-store efficiencies and limited labor requirements ensure fewer
employees are needed for stocking and checkout. Only 8% of sales go to
labor costs compared to 10%-12% at mainstream supermarkets.

National brands must adapt strategies and tactics to work with discounters that have very different
needs and requirements than other channels
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Supply Chain
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Pricing: Brands are creating unique price points for discounters while trying not to cannibalize sales at
stores in other channels
Lower-Priced Varieties
 Brands have adapted their products in an effort to sell at
the discounter’s consistently low prices.
 Nestle designed a lower-priced two-liter container of
Vittel mineral water for exclusive use at Lidl Germany.
 P&G created a lower-priced variant of its Folgers coffee,
called Folgers Country Roast, for Save-A-Lot.
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Pricing: Brands are narrowing the price gap between branded products and private label variants
Price Gap
 On average, key value items are usually priced at 30%
to 60% more than comparable products from
discounters’ private label range. This works well for both
discounters and brands, as a much narrower price gap
can make discounters reluctant to include branded
products in their offerings.
 P&G was forced to cut the prices of Always sanitary
napkins by 17% and Pampers diapers by 11% to remain
competitive in Germany against Aldi’s private label.
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Product: Creating non-standard pack sizes ensures discounters can advertise the lowest prices
Non-Standard/ Smaller Pack Sizes
 Many brands manufacture alternative pack sizes
specifically for discounters.
 Non-standard pack sizes help discounters advertise
lower price points to drive business, though unit prices
could be more expensive than the prices at rivals’
stores.
 Smaller pack sizes appeal to budget shoppers who
cannot afford to buy in bulk or busy shoppers looking for
speedy replenishment.
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Product: White labeling helps create additional revenue streams for brands without creating price
competition between brands and discounter private label in stores
White Labeling
 Brands produce items that are rebranded under
discounters’ private labels. Discounters tend to copy
branded products and their designs, so this could be a
preemptive partnership.
 Even though their own names are not on display, this
helps brands form relationships with discounters.
 Brands can even reduce waste by rebranding imperfect
versions of their products as discounter private label,
like chicken breasts that are too big or too small.
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Product Placement: Discounters have been increasing the use of free-standing display units and end caps
promoting branded products
Free-Standing Displays & End Caps
 Free-standing display units can support branded
promotions and showcase national and international
selections.
 Discounters have also been increasing the number of
branded products appearing on end caps.
 As more discounters use branded products to target
different customers and increase store traffic, brands
have an opportunity to increase their exposure and
improve product placement in discount stores.
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Product Placement: Discounters are using cross merchandising to increase basket size and alert
customers to new product offerings
Cross Merchandising
 Discounters often merchandise different categories
side-by-side, which can drive bigger basket sizes and
result in additional sales.
 Given the limited space allocated to branded products,
brands must ensure that their products continue to
remain traffic drivers or they risk losing shelf space
within discount stores to other competitors.
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Packaging: Shelf-ready packaging is essential for discounters to limit labor costs and improve inventory
management
Shelf-Ready Packaging
 Shelf-ready packaging is an essential tactic of discount
stores that speeds up shelf replenishment and reduces the
labor requirement.
 Most shelves are equipped to handle the boxes that
products are delivered in, while floor pallets are used to
stock heavier products.
 National brands will need to adopt this form of
packaging in order to work with discounters.
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Packaging: Shipping multiple SKUs in shelf-ready palettes can create a broader assortment and squeeze
more high-selling products into the limited space of discount stores
Mixed Cases
 Mixed cases help discounters expand the range of their
products without requiring more shelf space or labor.
 Mixed cases encourage bigger baskets by placing
similar products, and even cross-category products,
next to one another.
 However, brands will need to have precise knowledge of
product flow to ensure SKUs in mixed cases are
purchased with the same frequency and there are no
gaps in cases.
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Packaging: Shelf-ready packaging can be transformed into eye-catching displays and promotions in “no
frills” discount stores
Bold Colors & Distinctive Packaging
 Discounters typically have a very transactional
relationship with brands, charging set prices and not
allowing slotting fees.
 Colors and packaging designs ensure branded products
stand out on shelves in the absence of retailersupported promotions.
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Packaging: Printing multiple barcodes or long barcodes on packaging limits the amount of time spent at the
checkout
Multiple Barcodes
 Multiple barcodes facilitate a faster checkout since most
sides of the product can be scanned and the price can
be logged immediately.
 This is more common for discounters’ private label
products, but can easily be adopted by brands to meet
discounter expectations for efficiency.
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Packaging: Multilingual packaging encourages discounter engagement from diverse populations and
makes cross-border trade more efficient
Multilingual Packaging
 Multilingual packaging is common for discounters in
Europe, as it ensures the same packaging can be used
across country lines.
 While not as crucial in the US, packaging in multiple
languages can help discounters cater to diverse
populations across the country.
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Supply Chain: Rather than a ‘one-size fits all solution,’ brands are adapting fulfillment and inventory
management processes to optimize for discounters
Fulfillment & Replenishment
 Brands have optimized their replenishment and delivery
frequency processes to cater to discounters’ needs.
 One of their solutions is to provide a narrow assortment
of multiple product categories, which results in relatively
consistent and predictable demand met by full truckload shipments to the discounters’ warehouses.
 Direct store delivery by some brands has also improved
in-stock rates at discount stores.
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Supply Chain: National brands are creating distinct products for the discount channel
Product Curation
 In an effort to boost its sales at discount stores in the
US, Kraft launched an innovation kitchen, where it tests
recipes designed for budget conscious consumers and
tries to understand how families stock their pantries.
 More brands are creating customized color-coded pallet
labels and split-able cases for discounters’ unique
inventory velocity, which allows for better inventory
management and increases visibility of the brand.
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While discounters rely mostly on private label, brands can form successful partnerships by adapting tactics
that accommodate the unique discounter business model
PRICING – Brands can strategize with discounters to make prices competitive. Offering

1 lower price points and unique products support discounters’ price positioning ambitions.

Further Reading
Understanding Aldi and Lidl
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PRODUCT – Brands can adapt product sizes to help discounters keep prices low and
competitive without sacrificing margin. White labeling can also provide brands with an
opportunity to drive additional revenue.
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PRODUCT PLACEMENT – The increase in free-standing displays and branded goods
on end caps in discount stores creates a new opportunity for brands to showcase their
products. Cross-merchandising can introduce shoppers to new SKUs for purchase.
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PACKAGING – In an environment lacking heavy promotions, brands can adapt the
required packaging techniques to bring attention to their products without sacrificing
discounter efficiency.
SUPPLY CHAIN – Split-able cases and color-coded pallet labels will improve inventory
flow and optimize delivery frequency to standardize replenishment. Creating
specialized product teams can ensure brands create products geared towards budget
consumers.
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